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Dog cookies
the cake is ready. If there’s dough on the knife,
Treat tip
bake for another 10 minutes and repeat the test
process.
The cake can be stored in the fridge for 2 -3 days,
After the cake has cooled, it can be
but ensure it’s at room temperature before serving.
decorated with some of the other cookies and
treats in this book, such as Turkey Balls, Spelt Potato Hearts, Banana Biscuits or Cream
Cheese. There are no limits so let your imagination run away with you! You can also use
Cream Cheese as ‘cement’ to ensure the decorations stay put.
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Dog cookies
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Doggie Ice Cream

Cream Cheese
Pralines

Ingredients:

Ingredients:

Refreshment for hot summer days!
Pop a few into your dog’s Kong® to
keep him cool and absorbed.
1 natural yoghurt
1 ripe banana
Mixed herbs

Preparation:

Mash the banana with a fork and then
mix in the yoghurt. Place a sprinkle
of herbs at the bottom of each
compartment in an ice-cube tray and
add enough mixture to bring it level
with the top of the compartment.
Place in the freezer.
Caution!
Don’t feed your dog too many of these, because
some dogs do not tolerate cold ice cream very
well

200g (7oz) cream cheese
100g (4oz) low fat quark
Sesame seeds
Finely chopped parsley
Linseed seeds
Small pieces of raw vegetables
(carrots/broccoli/parsnip)

Preparation:

Mix the cream cheese and quark,
then chop the vegetables into
tiny pieces and add these to the
mixture. Moisten your hands and
make little balls out of the mixture,
then roll them in the sesame seeds,
linseed seeds, parsley or other
herbs.
Treat tip
Beautifully packaged, these treats make
the perfect gift!
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